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Another Summer of Underwater Delight 

For me ,this image from Dave Morley, sums up the delights that summer snorkeling in Port 

Phillip offer us all.  

If you are an MCRP  member and have never snorkeled, do come down one Saturday and 

we will ‘hold your hand’ for the first  time,  through our special Introduction to Snorkeling 

programme.  

Image Dave Morley 
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In December  Dr Tim Ohara delivered one of our 

best lectures ever. It covered his 39 day ‘Eastern 

Australian Abyss’ voyage of discovery earlier this 

year. Their search went down to 4000 metres! 

Tim was humorous  and inclusive, and his slides 

and background on the creatures of the deeps, 

kept us all very well engaged. His comments on 

global warming, and world cooperation in the sci-

ence of the deeps, was refreshing. Thank youTim!  

Despite the threatening weather, and terrible thunderstorm 

that ensued, we still got about 30 members attend 

Turritopsis dohrinii has recetly been claimed to 

be an immortal jellyfish! Although not unique, it 

is one of the few known cases of animals capa-

ble of reverting completely to a sexually imma-

ture, colonial stage, having reached sexual ma-

turity as a solitary individual. It is likely that our 

local Aurelia sp, is similar. It seems that such 

process of regression and a new beginning, can 

go on indefinitely.   

There are no end of miracles in our Bay.... 
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Nemm Notes 

On Wednesday the 20th December, we had someone come out 

of the water with very painful lower legs but no apparent physi-

cal injury. The pain was worrying enough for her to race home 

and take a hot shower. All pain was gone in about 40 minutes. 

While we cant be sure, this is entirely consistent with a personal 

reaction to the Lions Mane Jelly, who varies in its numbers an-

nually.( As do all of our Bayside Sea Jellies) . There are two 

such reddish jellies we might come across. General rule is not 

to handle them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A lovely bunch of sea anemones. This 

is one of half a dozen species found 

around the Bay and is slowly           

increasing its reach throughout the 

Sanctuary. They are spectacular 

breeders, propagating via fissioning, 

cloning, budding and sporing. 

Image Dave Morley 

The exotic, Northern Pacific 

Sea Star (Asterias amuren-

sis), is causing big problems 

in our waters. It has now 

been found at Wilsons Prom-

ontory. One female can lay 

25 million eggs. They are 

voracious and eat shellfish, 

algae small   crustaceans 

and more.   

We are fortunate in the 

sanctuary, as preferring still, 

semi polluted waters, we 

rarely see them here. 

They are five armed and usually mostly purple 

(sometimes yellow though, and with turned up  pur-

ple tips. 

They can look a little like other local stars, so don't 

remove them yourself. You can text the editor on 

0408 308 768 if you do find such in the sanctuary.  
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The new jetty is now finished at the Sea Scouts Building. It’s well worth dropping by here for 

a quiet contemplation of the cliffs and more. The entrance is  roadside between Rennison 

and Sparks Sts. Be careful crossing Beach Rd!  

The Annual MCRP Orphans   

Picnic met all our expectations, such as they were….. Jokes aside, it was a very nice and    

relaxed  convivial event. Unfortunately the Tea House Gardens  have now been ‘discovered’  

and  despite arriving very early (before 5pm) , to ensure a spot, we managed to hold the 

last free table only. 

Next year we may have to find ourselves a less obvious location.  Our tradition of a mutiple 

birthday event at the park continued with a Saturday ‘nighter’ on Jan. 20th. 

Nola with the commemorative bottle of red 



The Sanctuary  

Kade Mills of VNPA ,and Kim Wright 

working on Sanctuary mussel and oyster 

spat assessments at the BYC  Our CitSci     

contributions are varied and continuous. 

 

Right: Dr Rob Saunders was the winner of this 

years Bayside Environmentalist of the Year 

Award. He has spent many years as a volunteer, 

guiding the re-nativisation  of plants in our parks 

and  gardens 

Left: Some really lovely epi-

phytes this season and above a 

rare photo of a baby Sea Horse 

A  group of 

happy people 

at our first 

snorkel for 

2018 at 

Quiet Corner. 

Been an iffy 

year since 

due to rains 

at the wrong 

Copyright Sheree Marris 

Image  Dave Morley 



Summer by the Sea January 2018 

This year we offered our best Summer 

by the Sea programme for a long time. 

Working with Coastcare and Bayside 

Council  we provided the public some 8 

events over January. They included rock 

pool rambles, a seaweed and shells 

walk, local native plants tour,  a ‘sea 

country ‘ experience, introductions to 

snorkeling, and a local fossils and      

geology beach ramble.  

Our thanks to the 10 MCRP member  volunteers who put in 

the hard yards to see this programme underway. The weather 

was against us at times with 41 degrees on one Saturday and  

torrential overnight rain on another.  

Left, Chelsea and Julienne, 

with part of the attendees at 

our first ever Beach Shells 

and Seaweeds  event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beth, Betty and Julie on ‘Country’ 

Ray on ‘Sea Country’ 

Right: John Buckeridge takes 

our inaugural Beaumaris fos-

sils tour. A video on such is in 

final production. 

Left. We had a full house at the Rockpool 

Ramble held under our new format, and so 

capably led by Virginia, Chelsea and       

Pascale.   

It was a team effort and feedback was     

excellent. 

Image Pascale  Jacq 
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…. Next issue  likely April  2018 

EDITORS NOTE 

Our Members are rather special in their commitment 

to protecting the sanctuary, its values, and its  

creatures. Many also work with other enviro groups 

around the Bay. Susan  Carden is one such person, 

and I am delighted to let all of our members know 

that as well as being an active snorkeler, one of our 

better marine photographers, she is also a leading 

children’s eye  surgeon, and has just been appointed 

an Associate  Professor  at Melbourne University. 

 

WRONGS ACT 1958 - SECT 31B Protection of 

good samaritans  

Well worth us being aware of the above Act that    

applies to Victoria and was kindly tracked down by 

Bert Parker. 

EXTREME TIDES. Many regulars at the 

foreshore  will have noticed that  we had 

some abnormal high and low tides during th 

first week in January.  

Tides mostly come about from the gravita-

tional attraction of the moon and (less so) 

sun. In January the moon was about 50 000 

kilometers closer to us than its far point. 

Hence much stronger pull on the seas. 

 

NEW LOCATION SYSTEM. A potentially 

very serious incident during a Disabled    

Divers  event in January was averted due to 

the  actions of the DDA support team and 

the  swift arrival of  an ambulance crew.  

The location of where we were exactly, was 

of crucial importance to the outcome.   

Emergency services now use a new system  

and an example of this  is displayed on the 

sign post at the toilet block end of the BYC 

car Park.   

We are no longer car park B17 but 

BCC153. Keep this new sign and its 

location in mind, it may save a life. 

 

As anyone can see we are a very busy 

and active group. Unfortunately there is 

no room this issues for so many other 

activities we have been involved in re-

cently. Turn up at our AGM  in late     

February! When and where exactly? 

http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/vic/consol_act/wa1958111/s31b.htmlC:/Users/Ray/Documents/AA%20LAMSHED%20VIDEO%20SCRIPT
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/vic/consol_act/wa1958111/s31b.htmlC:/Users/Ray/Documents/AA%20LAMSHED%20VIDEO%20SCRIPT
mailto:ray@lewisfamily.com.au?subject=When%20and%20where%20is%20the%20AGM%20please?

